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Challenges in palm oil supply chain

Palm Oil
Plantations

CURRENT ENVIRONMENT

Mills / Refineries
/ Manufacturers

• Environmental & human rights
concerns at source
• Paper-based processes & human
intervention (existing certification
process)
• Disparate record-keeping &
reporting
• Traditional tech tracking system not
trusted by all stakeholders
• Tampering, malicious activities

Distribution

Retailers

Consumer

• Tracking & tracing failure in process
• Origin & provenance of raw
materials & products
• Contamination & spoilage
• Mix of uncertified products (claims
of sustainability)
• Lack of end-to-end transparency
• Lack of information for consumers
• ‘Fake news’ and inaccurate
information sources

Source: Lardi & Partner POV, 2018
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What is Blockchain?
Blockchain is a database or ledger that maintains a continuously growing list of data records or transactions

SHARED

DECENTRALIZED

SECURE

TRUSTED

AUTOMATED

Everyone in the network
sees the transaction data
stored in blocks when
created.

No central authority
required to approve
transactions or set rules.

Posts to the ledger cannot
be revised or tampered
with (immutable and
irreversible).

ALL participants in the
network need to check for
certain parameters to
approve transaction as
valid.

Data and transactions
occurs automatically, no
intermediary or human
intervention required.

Source: IBM, 2018
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European Parliament call to explore Blockchain potential

Source: European Parliament Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety, May 2018
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How does Blockchain work?
1

CREATES A TRUSTED BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM
• Eliminates the need for intermediaries or 3rd
party validation to create trust
• Transparent, verifiable & auditable
• New standards for security & privacy
• Single source of truth

2

SHIFTS CONTROL TO STAKEHOLDERS
• Business network self-regulated by participants
• Peer-to-peer transactions
• Shared lifetime history of asset / transaction

3
Blockchain is a distributed and decentralized database that keeps digital
records of historical transactions and offers a new method of storing
information that is accessible by multiple parties.

REDUCES REDUNDANCY & COSTS
•
•
•
•

Increased operational efficiency
Streamline business process across multiple entities
Eliminates costs of complexity
Near real time execution

Source: Lardi & Partner POV, 2018
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How does Blockchain compare to traditional databases?
TRADITIONAL DATABASE

Centralized

BLOCKCHAIN

Decentralized

• Client-server network architecture
• Users can modify / delete data
• Control of database use and access stays with central
authority

• Consists of several decentralized users (also known as
nodes)
• Each node acts as administrator, verifying ALL new
data records / transactions
• APPEND ONLY data records and transactions
• Each user has a copy of the ledger and participates in
confirming transactions independently

Source: Lardi & Partner POV, 2018; Blockgeeks,com
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Sample Blockchain operating model for palm oil
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic end-to-end tracking across value chain
Digital identity tracking
Traceable, immutable data records
Transparency for stakeholders
Accurate information to end consumer

Small Plantation
Holder

Palm Oil
Plantation

Oil Mills

Refineries

Manufacturer

Retail Outlets

Consumer

Source: Lardi & Partner POV, 2018
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How Blockchain supply chain benefits key stakeholders?

PLANTATIONS

PRODUCER

• Gain irrefutable credibility as
sustainable supplier of palm oil

• Undisputed trust across supply chain

• Reduce costs and production waste,
increase production through a real-time
infrastructure

• Entire sourcing process – from
plantation to table – visible to every
stakeholder in the supply chain

• Increase efficiency of material tracking

• Minimize the spoilage of oil with realtime monitoring

END CUSTOMER
• Visibility as to source of palm oil in
products
• Rely on sustainable, credible source of
information about palm oil
• Storytelling to engage customers in
smart labelling

Source: Lardi & Partner POV, 2018
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Overview of blockchain application
BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATION ACROSS INDUSTRY SECTORS

COMPANIES ASSESSING POTENTIAL OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

… and more
Source: Cambridge Center For Alternative Finance, 2017; McKinsey Report 2017
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Use cases for blockchain application

Source: Lardi & Partner POV, 2018
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Recommended next steps
for Malaysian palm oil
supply chain
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CONDUCT ASSESSMENT & READINESS STUDY
• Analysis and research study on the potential value, implications and
benefits
• Assessment of readiness for new technology adoption

DEVELOP BLOCKCHAIN STRATEGY & ROADMAP
• Develop clear strategy and roadmap for blockchain implementation
• Conduct design sessions with key industry stakeholders
• Determine impact across the supply chain

DESIGN PROOF OF CONCEPT
• Bringing together the necessary architecture and design teams to build a
proof of concept
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About Us - Experienced partner In Blockchain
KAMALES LARDI
Founder & Managing Partner
2017 ‘’Women in Fintech Powerlist’’, UK
Professional Experience:
• 18 years experience in digital business strategy advisory (Accenture, Head of
Deloitte Digital Switzerland)
• Founded Lardi & Partner Consulting in 2012, consulted for top global and Swiss
clients across industries
• Lecturer, Blockchain Economy course, Zurich University of Applied Sciences
• Advisory Board Member, Talent4Gig blockchain talent marketplace
• Chairperson, MBA Advisory Board, Durham Business School UK
• Startup mentor, F10 Incubator & Accelerator (Swiss Stock Exchange)
• Lecturer FINTECH Circle Institute, UK
• Experienced speaker with over 50 keynotes at major conferences & corporate
events across Europe

LARDI & PARTNER CONSULTING
Experienced partner in digital business transformation
We enable organizations to transform traditional business models,
processes and operations to meet the needs of the digital economy
and customer experience.

OUR CLIENTS INCLUDE:

Educational Background:
• B.Sc. (Hons.) in Computing & Information Systems; MBA (UK); Strategy &
Competitive Advantage, Harvard Business School (USA)
• Certified Blockchain Foundation Developer (IBM); Internet of Things Roadmap
development (MIT)
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Questions? Feedback?
Contact us for further discussions
Lardi & Partner Consulting GmbH
Zurich, Switzerland
Email
klardi@lardipartner.com
Tel

+41 78 797 06 78
www.lardipartner.com
ch.linkedin.com/in/kamaleslardi
twitter.com/KamLardi
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Digital Business Transformation – Lardi & Partner Consulting
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